




A Few Quick things…

A video recording of this broadcast will be sent to you afterwards.



A Few Quick things…

Links to featured resources and experiments will be sent out with 
the recording.



A Few Quick things…

We want your questions!



A Few Quick things…

Use the “Questions” tab in 
GoToWebinar to ask a question.
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CULTIVATE STRONGER DONORS
WITHOUT SENDING MORE APPEALS



We made it past year-
end!

And we have lots of new 
donors.



Donated then Will donate again

~45%











“Call three of your donors every day just 
to thank them for supporting the 

mission.”

“Write five handwritten thank-you 
notes every day to donors on your 

caseload.”



“Take your donor to a sporting or 
cultural event that you have tickets for.”



“If you have a relationship with a 
celebrity or VIP...

Have that person call your top 10 
donors with a special note thanking 

them for being involved.”



The Law of Channel Orthodoxy
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Channel Integration 101
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What’s next after that…



So what does VERTICAL INTEGRATION
look like, and how can you apply it to 

CULTIVATE DONORS without 
overloading your RESOURCES?



Let’s start with three tests



Test 1 (7533)
Background

This non-profit was planning to launch a direct mail appeal in August and wanted to discover how they 
could increase the return from that without sending more mail or using an unusually large amount of 
resources (like physical calling).

Objective

Which approach will result in the most donations?



Original Approach



New Approach (for testing)

Brand Ads



New Approach (for testing)

Brand Ads
+

• They created a control 
audience that was excluded 
from seeing any ads, and a 
treatment audience that 
would see a rotation of 
brand and course offering 
ads (but no donation-centric 
ads)

• This occurred for a two 
week period before the mail 
piece hit mailboxes and for 
two weeks after, the prime 
time in which a donor would 
respond. 



New Approach (for testing)

Brand Ads
+

• They optimized the ads for 
reach—aiming to show ads 
to as large a percentage of 
the target group as possible.

• The goal of this test was to 
lift direct mail revenue—not 
to add an additional segment 
of online revenue. 



Which approach won, if any?

150
%

In Revenue

239%
In Donations



Test 2 (6404)
Background

This non-profit wondered if the strategy of online cultivation for offline could be reversed—using direct 
mail to develop offline cultivation with online donors to increase online giving.

Objective

Which approach will result in the most donations?



About this test (6404)

• There were some obvious risks to such a test—particularly the upfront cost of direct 
mail cultivation.

• Leading into the calendar year end campaign, this non-profit had discovered a 
technology that would allow them to send personalized post cards to their donors at 
a reasonably efficient price point. 



The Treatment

The cards included the 
donor’s name on the front 
and a link to a custom video; 
all of which would be 
trackable back to the 
individual donor.



Did it work, for better or worse?

Version A Version B

105
%

In Average Gift

204
%

In Donations



Test 3 (5988)
Background

This non-profit was preparing for a year-end campaign and wanted to determine the potential influence 
(if any) of editorial on donations.

Objective

Which approach would result in more donations?



Receives over 2 million visitors per month
(Many of which are subscribers)



The Treatment (5988)

For a period of time leading up to their 
year-end donation campaigns, the Daily 
Signal, the partner’s owned news site, 
produced six different articles that 
highlighted the impact donors have on 
the organization and illustrated the 
need for additional contributions.



December 21
Your Support for The 
Daily Signal is Critical. 
And These 21 Comments 
Are Pretty Awesome, Too.

December 29
Live From Washington,
It’s The Daily Signal

December 20
How Your Donation to 
The Daily Signal Makes 
a Difference

December 26
The Daily Signal Is 
Having an Impact. 
Here are 4 Examples.

December 28
Reporting From the 
War Zone: Why 
Conflict Journalism 
Matters

December 27
What It’s Like to Be
The Daily Signal’s
White House
Correspondent



The Treatment (5988)

We were able to isolate the subscribers 
that saw these articles and compare 
them to the subscribers that visited The 
Daily Signal but did not view any of the 
articles. 

Based upon these segments, we could 
then analyze the impact these articles 
had on year-end giving.



The Treatment (5988)

These articles did NOT:
• Contain a donation 

ask
• Contain a link



The Treatment (5988)

These articles did lay out the:
• Need
• Impact



What Happened:

196.6% Increase in

DONATIONS
Version Conv. Rate Relative Diff. Stat. Confidence

Did not see articles 1.9%

Saw the articles 5.5% 196.6% 100.0%

Those that saw one of the articles, were nearly 3x more likely to give at year end.



What can you learn from 
these examples of VERTICAL 
INTEGRATION, and how can 

you apply them using your 
current resources?



Here is the key…



People will FORGET what you 
SAID and DID,

but 
NEVER FORGET 

how you made them
FEEL.



This isn’t just intuition, it is actually rooted in 
the science of how the brain works.



On Memory (the What)
• “People have a good memory for the general gist of 

events but a bad one for the details; 

• Second, when pressed for the unremembered details, 
even well-intentioned people making a sincere effort 
to be accurate will inadvertently fill in the gaps by 
making things up; 

• and third, people will believe the memories they make 
up.”

--Leonard Mlodinow



• The human sensory system sends 
the brain about 11,000,000 bits of 
information each second.

• The actual amount of information 
our conscious mind can handle has 
been estimated to be somewhere 
between 16 and 60 bits per second.

On Memory (the Why)



“We have traded perfect recall for the 
ability to handle and process that 

staggering amount of information.”

-Leonard Mlodinow



What will your donors 
feel/remember when 
they encounter your 

next donation ask? 



So what did each of these three winners do to get 
ahead of that?



”A memory effect in which exposure to a 
stimulus influences response to a later 
stimulus.”

i.e. It is a technique used to train a person's memory.

PRIMING



To get a person to recognize something, 
or some aspect, and pair it with a feeling
to aid them in making a future decision.

PRIMING



The rest of this webinar

• You are going to learn the THREE KEYS to help prime your 
donors to increase both generosity and action, resulting in true 
donor retention.

• Just like with parenting, presence is not enough.



Key #1: Timing



Is it ok to just start 
sending people more 
communication? Or is 
there a specific timeline 
that has to be followed?

QUESTION

?



Revisiting the treatments…

• If you notice from each case 
study, the winning examples did 
not start priming until just a 
couple weeks prior to the 
targeted appeal.

• Did that matter?



Predisposition



“Pre-existing associations and 
pre-dispositions are like rubber 
bands…

…when those associations are 
modified, they soon return to 
their earlier configuration.”

--Mahzarin Banaji, Anthony Greenwald



“Such elastic changes can be 
consequential, but they will 
require re-application [of 
intervention] prior to each 
occasion on which one wishes 
them to be in effect.”

--Mahzarin Banaji, Anthony Greenwald



Whiteboard illustration



What does this mean?

Cultivate within 2 weeks prior to the desired donation ask, and 
continue cultivation through to the end of the appeal.



Key #2: Feeling



Is this kind of cultivation 
considered just “sending” 
more content close to the 
donation ask?

QUESTION

?



Meaning, is it important 
enough to just be 
present?

QUESTION

?



Content we’re comfortable with
Newsletters Receipts Quick Gift Follow-ups

i.e. Tax statements, brochures, 
‘stuffables’



But what about the 
treatments?



Revisiting treatments: Test 1

“They created a treatment 
audience [on Facebook] that 
would see a rotation of brand 
and [free] course offering ads 
(but no donation-centric ads)”



Revisiting treatments: Test 2

Each postcard had their name 
and focused solely on 
thanking the donor for past 
support.



Revisiting treatments: Test 3

“Each article laid out the 
impact of the organization and 
the current need.”



Each winning example 
focused on creating a feeling 

inside the donor with a proven 
link to increased prosocial 

behavior.



Content that creates feeling

• Content that makes people feel important.

• Content that makes people feel appreciated.

• Even content that makes people feel selfishly fulfilled (free course 
offerings, for example)



courses.nextafter.com



But how specific does it 
get or have to be?

QUESTION

?



An experiment (372)
Background

At the start of their calendar year end campaign, DTS had traditionally sent out a stewardship video to 
their email file thanking them for their past support and offering a spiritual message around 
Thanksgiving….This year we wanted to test an alternative method of stewardship by offering the file an 
eBook.

Objective

Which approach would result in more donations, if any?



Version A
Free video offer 
(thanking donors)



Version B
Free eBook offer 
(thanking donors)



Which influenced greater 
donations? Free eBook offerFree Video offer

NO DIFFERENCE
In Donations or Average Gift



What does this mean?

Cultivate within 2 weeks prior to the desired donation ask, and 
continue cultivation through to the end of the appeal.

Use only content that creates a feeling of importance, appreciation 
and/or personal fulfillment.



Key #3: Focus



Experiment (2753)
Background

For Giving Tuesday 2015, this non-profit took a different approach than most nonprofit organizations. 
Instead of making a direct ask to their constituency, they utilized a message of stewardship to their 
constituency to try and understand it’s effect on donations.

Objective

Which approach will result in a change in donation behavior, if any?



Background



Background



Version A



Version B

56%
In Clicks



Version B

56%
In Clicks

29%
In Donations



Revisiting the treatments…

If you notice from each case 
study earlier on, the winning 
examples did not focus on 
getting donations in this 
cultivation communication. 



Why is this important?



People initially come online to 
GET,
not to

GIVE
Especially today’s primary donor demographic…



Baby boomers 
control about 70% 
of all disposable 
income in the U.S.

Baby Boomers spend 
the most money 
across every product 
category out of any 
other generation, but 
are only targeted by 
5-10% of marketers. 





Baby Boomers and 
Seniors are attracted to 
self-fulfillment. . . and 
respond best to 
products or services that 
will increase their 
human capital through 
education, or extend 
their lives.



Oh, and one more 
unexpected bonus...



The Reciprocity Effect



But what about extra 
multi-channel donation-
focused communication?
(i.e. Channel Integration 101)

QUESTION

?



The oldest experiment in 
our Library…



Experiment (8386)
Background

Back in January 2006, The Heritage Foundation wanted to understand the potential impact of sending 
follow-up email appeals to donors on their file who received direct mail appeals. There were differing 
internal opinions about this—some thought that email appeals would cannibalize direct mail appeals, 
while others thought that it might enhance overall conversion rate.

Objective

Which approach will result in the most donations?



Original Approach



New Treatments

Versus



New Treatment

Versus

A B

C60%
In Donations

90%
In Donations



But does this always work?



Experiment (8058)
Background

For Giving Tuesday 2017, Buckner International wanted to test out a new channel of communication to 
see if they could boost donor giving. 

Objective

Which approach will result in the most donations?



Two Approaches Tested

+

Note: The additional voicemail was focused 
ONLY on reinforcing the direct ask.

VS.

NO DIFFERENCE
In Donations or Average Gift



Experiment (6916)
Background

For a major June 2017 appeal, this non-profit wanted to test the effect of aligning their end-article 
donation ads with the same messaging as the major appeal. 

Objective

Which approach will result in the most donations?



Two Approaches Tested

+VS.



VS.

Already there… Adjusted Message

NO DIFFERENCE
In Donations or Average Gift



Picture art credited to: STEVE SIPRESS

Have you heard of 
WII-FM?



What does this mean?

Cultivate within 2 weeks prior to the desired donation ask, and 
continue cultivation through to the end of the appeal.

Use only content that creates a feeling of importance, appreciation 
and/or personal fulfillment.

Do not initially try to squeeze in a donation ask. Focus your 
content completely on serving the donor (using above approach)



CONCLUSION





So why, again, are these rates so low 
and dropping?



At the end of 2015, we gave gifts of $1,000 to $5,000 to 37 different 
organizations.

We monitored our 
mailbox.

We monitored our 
email inbox.

We monitored our 
voicemail.

A mystery donor study



How often did organizations 
respond to us?



Data collected from Dec. 24, 2015 through March 31, 2016

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH

In reality, 85% of communication from these organizations came during 
the first month after the donation.

How frequently are they communicating?



49%
Did not sent us additional content or even donation 

appeals.

Data collected from Dec. 24, 2015 through March 31, 2016

Donation
Follow-ups

Donation
Appeals

Content

What exactly are they communicating?



Download the Full 97-Page Study at:

NextAfter.com/Midlevel



A Final Review



People will FORGET what you 
SAID and DID,

but 
NEVER FORGET 

how you made them
FEEL.



How to prime your donors for repeat 
giving

Cultivate within 2 weeks prior to the desired donation ask, and 
continue cultivation through to the end of the appeal.

Use only content that creates a feeling of importance, appreciation 
and/or personal fulfillment.

Do not initially try to squeeze in a donation ask. Focus your 
content completely on serving the donor (using above approach)



+

State Of Nonprofit Email 2018

Take the survey at nextafter.com/litmus



QUESTIONS


